Influence of architectural and planning solutions on fire risk in public buildings
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Abstract. This article is devoted to the study of the influence of architectural and planning solutions on fire risk in public buildings. The calculation and assessment of fire risk was carried out on the example of one floor of a conditional office building with a free layout, where the tenant himself can change it at will. The input data for the calculation were two different layouts of the same floor, while the total square footage remained unchanged. As a calculation tool used the software package FireCat, which includes the programs Pyrosim, Pathfinder and FireRisk. The calculation took into account parameters such as the degree of fire resistance of the building, the number of rooms, the width and direction of door opening, the number of people on one floor of the building, including various mobility groups. Simulation modeling allowed to compare architectural and planning solutions for the same building and choose the best layout in terms of individual fire risk.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, the rate of construction increases every year. For example, in spite of the COVID-19 pandemic, in 2020 in Kazakhstan the construction of residential buildings was allocated 1968 billion tenge, which is 33% more than in 2019 [1]. Such growth is caused by the increasing level of urbanization in the country, which inevitably entails the construction of buildings of higher storeys. In this regard, architectural and planning solutions in the construction of high-rise buildings become more complex, which makes the issue of fire safety relevant. One of the most important parameters, taken into account in the design of reliable and safe buildings, is the calculation of fire risk. According to the standard [2], fire risk - a quantitative characteristic of the possibility of realization of fire hazards and their consequences for people and property.

Timely evacuation from the building is one of the most important tasks for ensuring the safety of people in case of fire [3–6]. Preventing fire hazards in a building is accomplished by evaluating the individual fire risk, which is an indicator of the fire risk to human life. Individual fire risk (risk of death in a fire) is a quantitative characteristic of the possibility of death of an individual as a result of the effects of fire hazards [2–7]. Today there are many techniques to estimate this indicator, one of which is the use of specialized software that allows to quickly make the necessary calculations and provide a visual representation of the evacuation process [8–11].

As a rule, smoke and carbon monoxide poisoning, rather than flames, are the most common cause of death. This is about 70% of all fire deaths [12]. The cause of death in such situations is almost always improper operation of the facility in terms of fire safety, which leads to the inability to evacuate in a timely manner. Extreme conditions for evacuation, unpreparedness of people for a fire, ignorance of the evacuation plan, and often complex architectural and planning solutions of the building - all this negatively affects the time it takes to get out of the building when a fire risk occurs.
Thus, more than half of the smoke victims die on the spot. About 42% of the victims are severely poisoned, of whom one in three subsequently dies [12-17]. The above statistics show that the problem of evacuating people in a fire is extremely urgent and must be solved at the design stage of the building. It is possible to evaluate the effectiveness of architectural and planning solutions for evacuating a large number of people by calculating the individual fire risk. This article is devoted to the research of influence of architectural-planning decisions on fire risks in public buildings by calculation of an individual fire risk on the example of an office building and comparison of the received results.

2. Methods

As noted earlier, in addition to the extreme conditions during evacuation, the choice of the wrong architectural and planning solution can be a negative factor. For this experiment, two building layouts were used: corridor and mixed.

2.1 Corridor planning scheme

Typically, public buildings such as hospitals, schools, and offices use a corridor layout (Figure 1). In this layout, the main element is the corridor, from which all rooms on the floor, as well as the elevator (if any) and the stairwell, can be accessed. Rooms are located on both sides of the corridor, which maximizes the use of usable floor space [18-19]. However, this layout is considered the least efficient in terms of evacuation due to the narrow corridor and lack of sufficient natural lighting. In this case, when there is a lot of smoke, people in the building may have problems with orientation. Another significant problem with this layout is the possibility of blocking one of the evacuation exits.

![Figure 1 – Corridor architectural and planning scheme](image)

This type of layout and its subsequent calculation of individual risk are chosen as a reference point for comparison with an alternative architectural and planning scheme.

2.2 Mixed-type architectural and planning scheme

Theoretically, the proposed architectural and planning scheme of mixed type, which is based on the corridor layout scheme, could be an alternative solution. It is assumed that such a layout scheme makes it possible to avoid the disadvantages of the corridor layout with a relatively small reduction in the space used on the floor. For example, in the gallery layout, which is a variation of the corridor layout, the proportion of usable space that can be used is significantly reduced because the rooms are located on one side of the corridor axis.

In the proposed scheme, the rooms will also be located on both sides of the corridor opposite each other, but a large central space is provided in the middle of that corridor, with staircases and elevators at both ends of that hall (Figure 2). The presence of a central space is a feature of the centric layout [20], so the proposed layout can be called a mixed-type layout.
Thus, in the case of evacuation, people will have the same access to the exits, which will be located in the central hall. Even if one of the evacuation exits is blocked, the distance to the other will be significantly less than in the case of the corridor layout. It is also assumed that the problem of lack of natural light in the corridors can be solved by the fact that windows can be installed in the central hall.

All of these factors indicate that a mixed-architecture layout can be effective from a fire safety standpoint and should be compared to the corridor layout type.

2.3 Description of the calculation object

The object for the calculation was a conditional office building with a free layout, located on the first floor of the building. These types of buildings are most often rented as open space, where the tenant has the right to choose their preferred layout of space. In this case, the total area of the space and the number of exits (two) remained unchanged (Figure 3). The width of each egress is one meter.

![Figure 3 – General view of the room](image)

General information about the building is shown in Table 1 below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 – General information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Degree of fire resistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of floors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height of floors/premises</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance to the nearest fire station</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facility operating time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The building is equipped with a fire detection system, as well as a type 3 warning and evacuation control system. The building is not equipped with smoke ventilation system. There are no safety zones in the building. There is an automatic fire extinguishing system and it meets the regulatory requirements. There are people in the rooms at the rate of 6 m²/person. The mobility group of all people in the building is healthy (mobility group M1). The building is not intended to be used by people with low mobility.
2.4 *Description of calculation scenarios*

Scenario of fire was chosen according to Methodical Recommendations on Estimation of Individual Fire Risk of Public Buildings, approved by the Minutes of Session of Scientific and Technical Council of MES RK from October 26, 2011 № 12, and also on the basis of data on volume-planning decisions, about the location of combustible load and people on the object. The calculation considers fire scenarios in which the worst-case conditions for the safety of people are realized. As scenarios with the worst fire conditions should be considered scenarios characterized by the most difficult conditions of evacuation of people and (or) the highest dynamics of growth of dangerous factors of fire (hereinafter - DFF).

In the case of a corridor-type layout, the fire occurs in the room near Exit 1 (Figure 4), the size of the fire source is 1·2.5 meters.

![Figure 4 – Fire source emergence diagram for corridor planning scheme](image)

The fire in the mixed scheme calculation occurs in the same area, but the location of the exits is different due to the use of the related layout (Figure 5).

![Figure 5 – Fire source emergence diagram for a mixed planning scheme](image)

In both cases, when a fire occurs, smoke and other hazards enter the corridor and spread under the ceiling, forming a smoke layer, and descend, blocking the evacuation exits.

People from the fire room leave the room 6 seconds after the start of the fire and go to Exit 2, since the nearest Exit 1 is blocked by the fire hazards. People from other rooms start evacuating 90 seconds after the start of the fire, after receiving the signal of the alarm system, and move to Exit 2.
Calculation of the fire scenario is performed in the software package FireCat, which includes the following programs:

- PyroSim program for calculating the spread of hazards in a fire;
- Pathfinder program for calculating the evacuation of people in a fire;
- FireRisk program to calculate the individual fire risk.

PyroSim program is a graphical interface for the program NIST: FDS 6, which implements a field model for calculating the propagation of DFF. This model is adopted for the calculation based on the following factors:

- The size of the fire source in the early stages of a fire is much smaller than the size of the room;
- Complex geometry of the object.

The Pathfinder program implements an individual-flow model for evacuating people. This model is adopted for calculation based on the following factors:

- People individually determine the path of travel;
- People flexibly choose which exit to evacuate through.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1 Dissemination of hazards

According to the results of fire hazard propagation calculations for the two layout models (Figure 6, 7), there are no significant differences in CO\textsubscript{2} emissions. This is not surprising, since the characteristics of the fire and its location remained identical. It is also worth noting that in the case of the corridor layout, the poisonous gas spreads further down the corridor, whereas in the mixed planning scheme, CO\textsubscript{2} accumulation is observed mainly near the fire location.

- Figure 6 – CO\textsubscript{2} propagation pattern in a corridor layout scheme
- Figure 7 – CO\textsubscript{2} propagation pattern in a mixed layout scheme

A similar pattern is observed in the distribution of heat across the floor. In both cases, the heat release rates are comparable (Figure 8, 9).

- Figure 8 – Temperature propagation pattern in a corridor layout scheme
- Figure 9 – Temperature propagation pattern in a mixed layout scheme
As the results of calculations of the allocation of fire hazards show, specifically in this comparison of the two layouts there are no serious differences.

3.2 Individual fire risk

According to Methodical Recommendations on an estimation of individual fire risk of public buildings, confirmed by the report of session of Scientific and Technical Advice of MES RK from October, 26th, 2011 № 12, individual fire risk for an object of calculation should not exceed an admissible value \(1 \cdot 10^{-6}\). Both calculation models do not exceed this value, and therefore the level of safety of people in case of fire meets the required one.

For the corridor layout, this figure was \(0.75 \cdot 10^{-6}\), and for the mixed layout, it was \(0.72 \cdot 10^{-6}\). The comparable figures indicate that the conditions of fire initiation and spread are similar. Theoretically, the results could be different if one of the models had a fire origin in a different location.

3.3 Evacuation simulation

Despite the similar results of the previous calculations, the main indicator of the effectiveness of the architectural and planning solution in this comparative analysis is the calculation of the evacuation of people (agents) on the floor.

Figure 10 shows a graph of the number of people remaining at each design point for the corridor layout – at the first moment in time, the graph shows the number of people that will pass through the design point during the simulation time, and at the following moments in time, the number of people not yet passed. At the moment when the number of people becomes zero, the evacuation through the design point is complete.

A total of 40 people participated in the evacuation, no non-evacuees. The total time taken for a complete evacuation was 123 seconds.

In the evacuation simulation case with the mixed plan layout, the results are noticeably better compared to the previous calculation. As in the first case, all 40 evacuees successfully left the building, but the evacuation time was 121 seconds, which can play a decisive role in a critical situation (Figure 11).
During the simulation for the corridor layout, there was a large accumulation of agents in the corridor (Figure 12). This fact is due to the peculiarity of this type of layout. If one of the exits was blocked, agents would move from both sides of the corridor toward the nearest exit, which could cause difficulties for evacuation and crush. In the simulation it was avoided, but in practice it is likely that people evacuating will panic and the evacuation time will inevitably increase.

In the agent evacuation simulation with the mixed layout there was no pandemonium, due to the presence of a central room (Figure 13). As in the first case, one of the exits was blocked, but it is more likely that panic will be avoided. The positive point is that the evacuation exits are located in the middle of the floor, which means that evacuation conditions will be equal for agents on both sides of the building.
4. Conclusions

In this article the influence of architectural and planning decisions on the fire risk of public buildings was investigated. On the example of an office building with a free layout were compared corridor and mixed layout schemes based on calculations in the software package FireCat. As a result, the following conclusions can be made:

1. The corridor layout makes the best use of the floor area of the building, but from a fire safety point of view, this solution is the least suitable;
2. The proposed mixed layout scheme has an insignificant loss of usable area at relatively high rates of fire safety;
3. The number of hazards in both cases is comparable due to the fact that the fire location and combustible materials are the same;
4. The individual risk score for the corridor layout type was 0.75-10⁻⁶, and 0.72-10⁻⁶ for the mixed layout type, indicating a preference for the latter.
5. In both cases, all agents were evacuated. The evacuation times for the corridor and mixed layouts were 123 and 121 seconds, respectively.
6. The mixed layout solves the problem of pandemonium in the corridor by having a central hall on the floor.
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